MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY IS OFFERING 3 COURSES IN LOUISA DURING THE SPRING SEMESTER WHICH BEGINS JANUARY 12TH WITH REGISTRATION AT LAWRENCE COUNTY HIGH SCHOOL.

GRADUATE CREDIT MAY BE EARNED IN EDUCATION OR INDUSTRIAL EDUCATION CLASSES.

PERSONS INTERESTED IN ATTENDING M-S-U CLASSES IN LOUISA DURING THE SPRING SEMESTER SHOULD ATTEND REGISTRATION ON THURSDAY--JANUARY 12TH AT 6:30 P-M AT LAWRENCE COUNTY HIGH SCHOOL.
ANNOUNCER: MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY IS OFFERING 53
CLASSES IN ASHLAND DURING THE SPRING SEMESTER WHICH
BEGIN January ELEVENTH WITH REGISTRATION AT COLES
JUNIOR HIGH SCHOOL.....
GRADUATE OR UNDERGRADUATE CREDIT MAY BE EARNED
IN ACCOUNTING--AGRICULTURE--BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION--
BUSINESS EDUCATION--ECONOMICS--SCIENCE--SOCIOLOGY
OR SPEECH.....

PERSONS INTERESTED IN ATTENDING M-S-U CLASSES
IN ASHLAND DURING THE SPRING SEMESTER SHOULD ATTEND
REGISTRATION ON WEDNESDAY--JANUARY ELEVENTH AT 6:30
P-M AT COLES JUNIOR HIGH SCHOOL.....#####
SUBJECT: SPRING CLASSES
DATE: 1-3-78
TIME: 25 SEC.

ANNOUNCER: MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY IS OFFERING 19 COURSE IN MAYSVILLE DURING THE SPRING SEMESTER WHICH BEGINS JANUARY ELEVENTH WITH REGISTRATION AT MAYSVILLE COMMUNITY COLLEGE.....

GRADUATE OR UNDERGRADUATE CREDIT MAY BE EARNED IN EDUCATION--ENGLISH--HISTORY--INDUSTRIAL EDUCATION-- PSYCHOLOGY--SCIENCE AND SOCIOLOGY.....

PERSONS INTERESTED IN M-S-U CLASSES IN MAYSVILLE DURING THE SPRING SEMESTER SHOULD ATTEND REGISTRATION ON WEDNESDAY--JANUARY ELEVENTH AT 6:30 P.M. AT MAYSVILLE COMMUNITY COLLEGE.....#####
MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY IS OFFERING 25 CLASSES IN PRESTONSBURG DURING THE SPRING SEMESTER WHICH BEGINS JANUARY 12TH WITH REGISTRATION AT PRESTONSBURG COMMUNITY COLLEGE.....

GRADUATE CREDIT MAY BE EARNED IN EDUCATION--ENGLISH--GEOGRAPHY--HEALTH--PHYSICAL EDUCATION AND RECREATION AND SOCIOLOGY.....

PERSONS INTERESTED IN ATTENDING M-S-U CLASSES IN PRESTONSBURG DURING THE SPRING SEMESTER SHOULD ATTEND REGISTRATION ON THURSDAY--JANUARY 12TH AT 6:30 P-M AT PRESTONSBURG COMMUNITY COLLEGE.....####
SUBJECT: SPRING CLASSES  
DATE: 1-3-78  
TIME: 29 SEC.

ANNOUNCER:  
MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY IS OFFERING 13 COURSES IN MOUNT STERLING DURING THE SPRING SEMESTER WHICH BEGINS JANUARY ELEVENTH WITH REGISTRATION AT 6:30 P-M AT THE CHENAULT BUILDING.....

GRADUATE AND UNDERGRADUATE COURSES ARE OFFERED IN BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION--EDUCATION--ENGLISH--INDUSTRIAL EDUCATION--SPEECH AND PSYCHOLOGY.....

PERSONS INTERESTED IN EARNING GRADUATE OR UNDERGRADUATE CREDIT FROM M-S-U IN MOUNT STERLING SHOULD ATTEND REGISTRATION ON WEDNESDAY--JANUARY ELEVENTH AT 6:30 P-M AT THE CHENAULT BUILDING.....#####
SUBJECT: SPRING CLASSES
DATE: 1-3-78
TIME: 22 SEC.

ANNOUNCER: MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY IS OFFERING A GRADUATE EDUCATION COURSE IN PARIS DURING THE SPRING SEMESTER WHICH BEGINS JANUARY 9TH WITH REGISTRATION AT BOURBON COUNTY HIGH SCHOOL.....

THE CLASS IS ENTITLED "THE COMMUNITY SCHOOL" AND CARRIES 3 HOURS OF GRADUATE CREDIT.....

PERSONS INTERESTED IN ENROLLING IN THIS M-S-U CLASS IN PARIS SHOULD ATTEND REGISTRATION ON MONDAY--JANUARY 9TH AT 6:30 P-M AT BOURBON COUNTY HIGH SCHOOL.....####
SUBJECT: SPRING CLASSES
DATE: 1-3-78
TIME: 29 SEC.

ANNOUNCER:

MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY IS OFFERING 22 COURSES IN JACKSON DURING THE SPRING SEMESTER WHICH BEGINS JANUARY 12TH WITH REGISTRATION AT LEES JUNIOR COLLEGE.....

GRADUATE OR UNDERGRADUATE CREDIT MAY BE EARNED IN ECONOMICS--EDUCATION--ENGLISH--HISTORY--SCIENCE--PSYCHOLOGY OR HEALTH--PHYSICAL EDUCATION AND RECREATION.....

PERSONS INTERESTED IN ATTENDING M-S-U CLASSES IN JACKSON DURING THE SPRING SEMESTER SHOULD ATTEND REGISTRATION ON THURSDAY--JANUARY 12TH AT 6:30 P-M AT LEES JUNIOR COLLEGE.....#####
SUBJECT: BASEBALL CLINIC  
DATE: 1-4-78  
TIME: 40 SEC.  

ANNOUNCER: MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY'S DEPARTMENT OF ATHLETICS IS SPONSORING A BASEBALL COACHING CLINIC ON SATURDAY--JANUARY 28TH--WITH MAJOR LEAGUE INSTRUCTORS.....

THE CLINIC WILL BE DEVOTED TO COACHING TECHNIQUES WITH EMPHASIS ON OFF-SEASON TRAINING AND DRILLS AND WILL FEATURE DENNY DOYLE OF THE BOSTON RED SOX--WOODY FRYMAN OF THE CHICAGO CUBS--DOUG FLYNN OF THE NEW YORK METS--AND MEMBERS OF THE M-S-U COACHING STAFF--INCLUDING ASSISTANT ATHLETIC DIRECTOR SONNY ALLEN.....

FEES FOR THE PROGRAM WHICH BEGINS AT 12:30 P-M IN BUTTON AUDITORIUM ON JANUARY 28TH ARE 5 DOLLARS FOR COACHES AND ONE DOLLAR FOR PLAYERS.....

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION AND REGISTRATION FORMS ARE AVAILABLE FROM COACH STEVE HAMILTON AT MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY.....########
SUBJECT: PERKINS VISIT  
DATE:  1-13-78  
TIME:  30 SEC.

ANNOUNCER: UNITED STATES 7TH DISTRICT CONGRESSMAN CARL PERKINS visited the Morehead State University campus this week to meet with local government leaders from northeast Kentucky....

During his visit—Congressman Perkins witnessed the signing of contracts totaling $11,000,000 for sewer system improvements in Morehead and Rowan County.....

Congressman Perkins was instrumental in securing federal funding for the improvements through grants and loans from the Environmental Protection Agency and the Farmers Home Administration.....

Work on the project is expected to begin within 60 days.....#####
BECAUSE OF WEATHER PROBLEMS MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY'S SPRING SEMESTER REGISTRATION DEADLINE HAS BEEN EXTENDED.....

M-S-U'S VICE PRESIDENT FOR ACADEMIC AFFAIRS--DOCTOR JOHN DUNCAN--SAID FULL-TIME STUDENTS WILL BE PERMITTED TO REGISTER WITHOUT PENALTY UNTIL FURTHER NOTICE.....

STUDENTS ENROLLING FOR PART-TIME CLASSES ON CAMPUS MAY REGISTER THIS WEEK FROM 5 TO 7 P-M THROUGH THURSDAY AT BUTTON AUDITORIUM.....

STUDENTS ENROLLING IN OFF-CAMPUS CLASSES MAY REGISTER AND PAY FEES AT THE FIRST OR SECOND CLASS MEETING.....########
MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY'S MEN'S INDOOR TRACK TEAM HOSTS WESTERN KENTUCKY AND TENNESSEE THIS SATURDAY IN WHAT COULD BE ONE OF THE TOP TRACK EVENTS EVER AT M-S-U....

M-S-U CAPTURED 10 OF 13 EVENTS IN THE SEASON OPENER LAST WEEKEND AGAINST MARSHALL AND POSTED A 67-42 VICTORY ......

SENIOR BOBBY JONES WON THE LONG JUMP AND 60-YARD DASH AND ANCHORED THE WINNING MILE RELAY TEAM WHILE SOPHOMORE DAVE PARMLEY WON THE 60-YARD HURDLES AND THE HIGH JUMP TO PACE THE EAGLES IN SCORING.....

WESTERN KENTUCKY HAS DOMINATED O-V-C TRACK FOR SEVERAL YEARS AND THE VOLUNTEERS OF TENNESSEE ARE A POWER IN THE SOUTHEASTERN CONFERENCE ....

FIELD EVENTS BEGIN IN RICHARDSON ARENA AT 1:30 P-M.......###########
MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY'S MEN'S BASKETBALL TEAM TAKES TO THE ROAD AGAIN THIS WEEKEND FOR OHIO VALLEY CONFERENCE ACTION AT EAST TENNESSEE STATE UNIVERSITY.....

M-S-U DROPPED A 69-60 DECISION AT MURRAY AND LOST 85-69 AT AUSTIN PEAY LAST WEEK TO DROP THE EAGLE RECORD TO 3 AND 9 ON THE SEASON AND 0 AND FOUR IN THE CONFERENCE ....

SATURDAY'S GAME FEATURES 2 SPECIAL ANGLES -- M-S-U WILL MAKE ITS FIRST APPEARANCE IN EAST TENNESSEE'S MEMORIAL CENTER -- BETTER KNOWN AS THE "MINI-DOME" WHICH OPENED LAST FALL--AND WILL BE GOING AGAINST A TEAM IT HAS NOT BEATEN SINCE THE 1974-75 SEASON....

THE EAGLES RETURN TO HOME COURT ACTION ON MONDAY WHEN THE GOLDEN EAGLES OF TENNESSEE TECH VISIT AT 7:30 P-M..... #######
SUBJECT: THEATRE ENSEMBLE
DATE: 1-18-78
TIME: 30 SECONDS

MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY'S THEATRE ENSEMBLE GROUP IS PRESENTING A DINNER THEATRE PRODUCTION JANUARY 26TH THROUGH THE 28TH AT M-S-U'S ADRON DORAN UNIVERSITY CENTER......

BOB WILLENBRINK--A GRADUATE STUDENT ASSISTANT IN THEATRE--WILL DIRECT THE MUSICAL PRODUCTION WHICH BEGINS AT 8 P-M NIGHTLY WITH DINNER AT 6:30......

TICKETS ARE 4 DOLLARS 50 CENTS FOR ADULTS AND 4 DOLLARS FOR STUDENTS ......

RESERVATIONS MAY BE MADE BY CALLING 783-2170 BETWEEN 8 A-M AND 4 P-M ON WEEKDAYS......########
IF YOU ARE A KENTUCKY RESIDENT AND ATTENDING OR PLANNING TO ATTEND A UNIVERSITY OR VOCATIONAL-TECHNICAL SCHOOL -- YOU MAY BE ELIGIBLE FOR ONE OF THE NUMEROUS FINANCIAL AID PROGRAMS TO HELP MEET YOUR EDUCATIONAL COST.....

THIS YEAR KENTUCKY HAS ADOPTED A SINGLE FINANCIAL AID FORM TO DETERMINE STUDENT ELIGIBILITY FOR VARIOUS GRANTS--SCHOLARSHIPS--LOANS AND WORK-STUDY PROGRAMS.....

CONTRARY TO POPULAR BELIEF--FINANCIAL ASSISTANT PROGRAMS CAN AND DO PROVIDE EDUCATIONAL ASSISTANT TO STUDENTS FROM ELIGIBLE MIDDLE INCOME FAMILIES-- THEREFORE--ALL STUDENTS-- REGARDLESS OF FAMILY INCOME ARE ENCOURAGED TO APPLY.....

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION--CONTACT THE KENTUCKY HIGHER EDUCATION ASSISTANCE AUTHORITY AT 691 TETON TRAIL IN FRANKFORT OR ELMER ANDERSON--DIRECTOR OF FINANCIAL AID--AT MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY.....#
MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY IS SPONSORING A HIGH SCHOOL BASEBALL CLINIC WITH MAJOR LEAGUE INSTRUCTORS ON SATURDAY--FEBRUARY ELEVENTH.....

THE CLINIC WILL BE DEVOTED TO COACHING TECHNIQUES--WITH EMPHASIS ON OFF-SEASON TRAINING AND WILL FEATURE MAJOR LEAGUERS DENNY DOYLE OF THE BOSTON RED SOX--DOUG FLYNN OF THE NEW YORK METS--MEMBERS OF THE M-S-U BASEBALL STAFF AND ASSISTANT ATHLETIC DIRECTOR SONNY ALLEN.....

MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY BASEBALL COACH AND ELEVEN-YEAR MAJOR LEAGUER--STEVE HAMILTON--IS COORDINATING THE CLINIC WHICH BEGINS AT 12:30 P-M IN BUTTON AUDITORIUM.....

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION AND REGISTRATION FORMS ARE AVAILABLE BY CONTACTING COACH STEVE HAMILTON AT M-S-U.....##########
MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY'S SCHOOL OF HUMANITIES IS OFFERING A STUDY TOUR OF MEXICO JUNE 20TH THROUGH THE 30TH.....

THE MEXICAN STUDY TOUR IN THE HUMANITIES IS OPEN TO ANYONE AND WILL OFFER UP TO 3 SEMESTER HOURS GRADUATE OR UNDERGRADUATE CREDIT--THE COURSE CAN ALSO BE TAKEN ON A NON-CREDIT BASIS.....

DURING THE TOUR STUDENTS WILL COVER CENTRAL MEXICO--INCLUDING MEXICO CITY AND GUADALAJARA.....

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION IS AVAILABLE FROM MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY'S SCHOOL OF HUMANITIES.....

#####
MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY IS HOSTING AN ENERGY EDUCATION CURRICULUM DISSEMINATION WORKSHOP ON FRIDAY--FEBRUARY 10TH IN CONJUNCTION WITH THE KENTUCKY DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION......

TERRY WILSON--ENVIRONMENTAL EDUCATION CONSULTANT WITH THE KENTUCKY DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION--WILL CONDUCT THE WORKSHOP GEARED TO CLASSROOM TEACHERS AND SCHOOL ADMINISTRATORS AND CONCENTRATING ON DEVELOPING ENERGY MATERIALS FOR CLASSROOM USE......

THE ENERGY WORKSHOP WILL BEGIN AT 9 A-M IN THE ADRON DORAN UNIVERSITY CENTER......

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION IS AVAILABLE FROM THE DIRECTOR OF ENVIRONMENTAL STUDIES AT MOREHEAD STATE......########

SUBJECT: ENERGY WORKSHOP
DATE: 2-8-78
TIME: 35 SEC.

ANNOUNCER:
MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY'S WOMEN'S INDOOR TRACK TEAM TRAVELED TO WEST LAFAYETTE--INDIANA LAST WEEKEND AND PLACED SECOND IN A 4-TEAM MEET AT PURDUE UNIVERSITY.....

M-S-U WON 5 EVENTS INCLUDING THE MILE AND 2-MILE RUN--HIGH JUMP--SHOT PUT AND 880-YARD RUN TO PLACE BEHIND PURDUE AND AHEAD OF ST. JOE'S AND NOTRE DAME.....

FRESHMAN ALANNA MCCARTHY PACED THE EAGLES IN SCORING WITH HER FIRST PLACE FINISH IN THE MILE IN 5 MINUTES 7 POINT 5 SECONDS AND HER OTHER FIRST PLACE FINISH IN THE 2-MILE IN ELEVEN MINUTES ONE POINT 2 SECONDS.....

DEANNA PATRICK THREW 47 FEET ONE INCH IN THE SHOT WHILE DIANE VILLENEVUE CLEARED 5 FEET 6 INCHES IN THE HIGH JUMP AND JULIE RICE TURNED IN A FIRST PLACE TIME OF 2 MINUTES AND 25 SECONDS IN THE 880.....

MEMBERS OF THE SQUAD WILL TRAVEL TO LOUISVILLE THIS WEEKEND TO COMPETE IN THE MASON-DIXON GAMES.....

################
MORE THAN 550 HIGH SCHOOL STUDENT MUSICIANS REPRESENTING 8 STATES ARE EXPECTED TO PARTICIPATE IN THE ANNUAL MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY BAND CLINIC SCHEDULED FEBRUARY 16TH THROUGH THE 19TH.....

THE SCHEDULE INCLUDES CONCERTS BY M-S-U MUSIC GROUPS AND 6 CLINIC BANDS STARTING WITH AN 8 P-M PERFORMANCE BY THE M-S-U CONCERT BAND ON THURSDAY NIGHT.....

ON FRIDAY THE M-S-U JAZZ AND PERCUSSION ENSEMBLES WILL PRESENT PERFORMANCES AT 7:30 P-M AND 9 P-M WHILE ON SATURDAY THE M-S-U SYMPHONY BAND WILL PRESENT CONCERTS AT 7:30 P-M AND 9:30 P-M......

THE CLINIC ENDS SUNDAY WITH CONCERTS BY THE 6 CLINIC BANDS BEGINNING AT ONE P-M.....

ALL CONCERTS ARE SCHEDULED IN DUNCAN RECITAL HALL AND ARE FREE AND OPEN TO THE PUBLIC......########
MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY'S DEPARTMENT OF HOME ECONOMICS HAS RECEIVED A GRANT OF MORE THAN 29 THOUSAND DOLLARS FROM THE UNITED STATES OFFICE OF EDUCATION TO ESTABLISH A CONSUMERS' EDUCATION TRAINING CENTER.....

THE CENTER IS THE FIRST OF ITS KIND IN KENTUCKY AND WILL PROVIDE CONSULTANTS AND TRAINING LEADERS -- DEVELOP CONSUMER EDUCATION MATERIALS AND OFFER TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE TO SCHOOLS AND COMMUNITY GROUPS IN THE BUFFALO TRACE -- F-I-V-C-O---- AND GATEWAY AREA DEVELOPMENT DISTRICTS ..... THE CENTER WILL INCLUDE INSTRUCTION IN BASIC ECONOMICS -- CONSUMER LAW AND FEDERAL RIGHTS--- FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT AND CREDIT --ENERGY --- FEDERAL ASSISTANCE PROGRAMS AND -- CONSUMER INFORMATION.... ADDITIONAL INFORMATION ABOUT THE PROGRAM IS AVAILABLE FROM CHARLOTTE BENNETT -- DIRECTOR OF THE CENTER -- AT MOREHEAD STATE ......#####
OFFICE OF NEWS SERVICES
MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY
MOREHEAD, KENTUCKY 40351

RADIO-TV RELEASE

TELEPHONE: 606/783-3325

SUBJECT: THEATRE
DATE: 2-15-78
TIME: 26 SEC.

ANNOUNCER: MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY'S THEATRE IS PRESENTING 2 PLAYS FROM MARCH FIRST THROUGH THE 7TH IN BUTTON AUDITORIUM.....

THE PRODUCTIONS--"6 ROOMS RIVERVIEW" AND "WHO'S AFRAID OF VIRGINIA WOLF?"--WILL ALTERNATE NIGHTLY WITH "6 ROOMS RIVERVIEW" SCHEDULED FOR MARCH FIRST--3RD AND 6TH AND "WHO'S AFRAID OF VIRGINIA WOLF?" ON MARCH 2ND--4TH AND 7TH.....

ADMISSION IS 2 DOLLARS AND 50 CENTS FOR ADULTS AND ONE DOLLAR 50 CENTS FOR STUDENTS--STUDENTS WITH STAMPED I-D CARDS ARE ADMITTED FREE.....

CURTAIN TIME IS 8 P-M NIGHTLY.....#FFFFFF
IN AN ATTEMPT TO AVOID MANDATORY ENERGY REDUCTIONS MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY PRESIDENT MORRIS NORFLEET HAS INITIATED SEVERAL CONSERVATION PRACTICES AIMED AT REDUCING ENERGY CONSUMPTION BY AT LEAST 25 PERCENT . . . . .

THE CONSERVATION MEASURES INCLUDE THE LOWERING OF THERMOSTATS TO 65 DEGREES -- REDUCTION OF LIGHTING LEVELS IN OFFICES -- LIVING AREAS -- CORRIDORS -- CLASSROOMS AND LABORATORIES WHERE POSSIBLE -- CLOSING ALL CLASSROOMS AND BUILDINGS AT 9:15 P-M EACH EVENING EXCEPT DORMS -- DISCONNECTION OF DRINKING FOUNTAINS -- AND LOWERING OF WATER TEMPERATURES IN DORMS . . .

LIBRARY HOURS IN THE JOHNSON CAMDEN LIBRARY HAVE ALSO ALTERED ON WEEKENDS WITH THE NEW HOURS FROM 12 TO 4 P-M SATURDAY AND 4 TO 10 P-M ON SUNDAY . . .

THE LAUGHLIN HEALTH BUILDING AND ADRON DORAN UNIVERSITY CENTER TIMES HAVE ALSO BEEN CHANGED WITH CLOSING TIME ONE HOUR EARLIER EACH NIGHT . . .###
OFFICE OF NEWS SERVICES
MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY
MOREHEAD, KENTUCKY 40351

RADIO-TV RELEASE
606/783-3325

SUBJECT:  GUITAR CLINIC
DATE:  2-23-78
TIME:  35 SECONDS

ANNOUNCER:  MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY'S BROTHERHOOD OF UNIVERSITY GUITARISTS IS SPONSORING A GUITAR CLINIC MARCH 2ND AT BAIRD MUSIC HALL ON THE M-S-U CAMPUS.....

INCLUDED IN THE DAY LONG CLINIC ARE SESSIONS ON GUITAR REPAIR AND MAINTENANCE---A SHORT GUITAR RECITAL FEATURING BLUEGRASS--JAZZ AND ROCK MUSIC BY THE M-S-U GUITAR ENSEMBLE---AND A SESSION WITH JAZZ GUITARIST JOE NEGRI OF PITTSBURGH.....

REGISTRATION BEGINS AT ELEVEN A-M THURSDAY--MARCH SECOND IN BAIRD MUSIC HALL.....

A CHARGE OF 5 DOLLARS WILL BE MADE DURING REGISTRATION TO COVER ADMITTANCE TO ALL CLINIC EVENTS INCLUDING THE 8 P-M JAZZ GUITAR CONCERT WHICH WILL BE HELD IN THE DUNCAN RECITAL HALL.....#####
SUBJECT: DC TOUR
DATE: 2-24-78
TIME: 35 SECONDS

MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY'S DEPARTMENT OF POLITICAL SCIENCE IS OFFERING A TOUR OF WASHINGTON D-C MAY 15TH THROUGH JUNE 2ND ....

THE COURSE CARRIES 3 HOURS OF GRADUATE OR UNDERGRADUATE CREDIT AND INCLUDES VISITS TO CONGRESS-- THE WHITE HOUSE -- STATE DEPARTMENT -- C-1-A AND F-B-1 OFFICES AND THE SOVIET EMBASSY....

CLASS MEMBERS WILL ALSO ATTEND SEMINARS AND LECTURES BY MEMBERS OF CONGRESS AND EXECUTIVE AND AGENCY PERSONNEL...

THE COST OF THE 3-WEEK TOUR IS APPROXIMATELY 350 DOLLARS WHICH INCLUDES TUITION--TRANSPORTATION-- HOUSING AND MEALS...

A REGISTRATION DEADLINE OF MARCH 10TH HAS BEEN SET AND A 100-DOLLAR DEPOSIT IS REQUIRED....

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION IS AVAILABLE FROM THE POLITICAL SCIENCE DEPARTMENT AT MOREHEAD STATE...#####
MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY WILL OBSERVE FOUNDERS DAY ON TUESDAY -- MARCH 7TH....

HIGHLIGHTING THE DAY-LONG OBSERVANCE IS AN AWARDS LUNCHEON AT 11:45 A-M --- A 2:30 P-M PUBLIC CONVOCATION FEATURING FORMER FBI DIRECTOR CLARENCE KELLEY --- AND AN 8 P-M CONCERT FEATURING THE MSU SYMPHONY BAND IN WETHERBY GYMNASIUM....

OTHER ACTIVITIES INCLUDE A 7 A-M PRAYER BREAKFAST IN THE ADRON DORAN UNIVERSITY CENTER --- A RIBBON-CUTTING CEREMONY OF ALLIE YOUNG HALL AT 1:30 P-M --- AND DINNER AT THE UNIVERSITY CENTER BEGINNING AT 4:15 P-M....

TICKETS FOR THE AWARDS LUNCHEON AND DINNER ARE AVAILABLE AT THE UNIVERSITY BUSINESS OFFICE --- CITIZENS BANK --- PEOPLES BANK --- OR AT THE DOOR....

ALL EVENTS ARE OPEN TO THE PUBLIC....####
MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY STUDENTS--FACULTY 
AND STAFF WILL GET A VACATION MARCH ELEVENTH THROUGH 
THE 19TH AS THE UNIVERSITY closes FOR SPRING VACATION. 
CLASSES AND OFFICE HOURS WILL RESUME ON MONDAY -- 
MARCH 20TH AT 8 A-M.......##########
OFFICE OF NEWS SERVICES
MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY
MOREHEAD, KENTUCKY 40351

RADIO-TV RELEASE

SUBJECT: MISS MSU PAGEANT
DATE: 3-8-78
TIME: 47 SECONDS

ANNOUNCER: MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY'S ANNUAL MISS M-S-U PAGEANT IS SCHEDULED FOR APRIL 12TH AND 13TH AND TICKETS WILL GO ON SALE MONDAY---- APRIL 3RD....

FEATURED PERFORMERS FOR THE 2-DAY PAGEANT INCLUDE THE CURRENT MISS AMERICAN --- SUSAN PERKINS OF COLUMBUS -- OHIO AND THE REIGNING MISS KENTUCKY -- KAREN GORDON OF BENTON....

THE CURRENT MISS M-S-U RADEAN WILEY OF FRANKFORT WILL CROWN ONE OF 28 COEDS VYING FOR THE TITLE ON THURSDAY--APRIL 13TH....

THE NEW MISS M-S-U WILL ADVANCE TO THE MISS KENTUCKY SCHOLARSHIP PAGEANT WHICH IS A PRELIMINARY TO THE MISS AMERICAN PAGEANT....

AN ADDED FEATURE OF THIS YEAR'S PAGEANT WILL BE THE CROWNING OF A LITTLE MISS M-S-U ON WEDNESDAY --- APRIL 12TH ---- SHE WILL BE CHOSEN FROM AMONG THE DAUGHTERS OF M-S-U FACULTY -- STAFF AND MARRIED STUDENTS....

TICKETS FOR WEDNESDAY'S COMPETITION ARE 2 DOLLARS --------RESERVED SEAT TICKETS FOR THURSDAY'S COMPETITION ARE 2 DOLLARS AND 50 CENTS ..... #######
SUBJECT: SIGNEES
DATE: 3-28-78
TIME: 22 SECONDS

ANNOUNCER:

MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY'S MEN'S BASKETBALL COACH WAYNE MARTIN HAS ANNOUNCED THE SIGNING OF 2 ATHLETES TO OHIO VALLEY CONFERENCE LETTERS-OF-INTENT.

THE NEWEST EAGLES ARE 6-7 FORWARD IKE PENNIE FROM SUE BENNETT COLLEGE AND 6-3 GUARD ROCKY ADKINS FROM ELLIOTT COUNTY......

COACH MARTIN DESCRIBES PENNIE AS AN OUTSTANDING LEAPER AND SHOOTER AND ADKINS AS A GUARD WHO PLAYS VIRTUALLY ALL PHASES OF THE GAME WELL......#####
OFFICE OF NEWS SERVICES
MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY
MOREHEAD, KENTUCKY 40351

RADIO-TV RELEASE

TELEPHONE: 606/783-3325

SUBJECT: GOLF AND TRACK
DATE: 3-28-78
TIME: 50 SECONDS

ANNOUNCER:

FOLLOWING A SUCCESSFUL 2ND PLACE FINISH IN THE SUNSHINE INTERCOLLEGIATE TOURNAMENT IN MIAMI--FLORIDA 2 WEEKS AGO --- MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY'S GOLF TEAM IS READY TO TRAVEL TO RICHMOND TO PARTICIPATE IN THE COLONEL CLASSIC AT EASTERN KENTUCKY UNIVERSITY APRIL FIRST AND 2ND....

THIS WEEKEND'S MATCH COULD PROVE TO BE ONE OF THE TOUGHEST OF THE SEASON ACCORDING TO M-S-U COACH REX CHANEY AS 25 SCHOOLS ARE ENTERED IN THE TOURNAMENT.....

MOREHEAD STATE WILL HOST THE OHIO VALLEY CONFERENCE QUADRANGULAR MEET APRIL 17TH......

THE MEN'S TRACK TEAM IS READY TO BEGIN ITS SEASON THIS SATURDAY WHEN 7 TEAMS VISIT FOR THE 4TH ANNUAL M-S-U RELAYS ......

INCLUDED IN THIS YEAR'S FIELD ARE: MARSHALL--MALONE--EASTERN KENTUCKY--- EASTERN MICHIGAN--PURDUE -- NORTHERN KENTUCKY--- BELLARMINE AND THE HOST SCHOOL MOREHEAD STATE....
ACTION BEGINS AT 10 A-M WITH THE POLE VAULT
WITH OTHER FIELD EVENTS STARTING AT ELEVEN......
PRELIMINARIES IN THE TRACK EVENTS BEGIN AT 11:30
WITH THE 100-YARD DASH AND THE 120-YARD HIGH
HURDLES......
THE MEET IS FREE AND OPEN TO THE PUBLIC...####
MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY'S SPRING SPORTS WERE IN FULL SWING LAST WEEKEND WITH BASEBALL AND TENNIS......

THE BASEBALL EAGLES SPLIT AN OHIO VALLEY CONFERENCE DOUBLEHEADER AT EAST TENNESSEE WINNING ONE TO NOTHING AND LOSING 2 TO ONE.....

M-S-U SCORED IN THE FIRST INNING OF THE FIRST GAME FOR THE ONLY RUN BEHIND CHET LAMAY'S ONE-HITTER...

IN THE SECOND GAME--MOREHEAD STATE SCORED IN THE FIRST INNING BUT COULDN'T MUSTER ANOTHER RUN AS EAST TENNESSEE SCORED IN THE 6TH AND 7TH INNINGS FOR THE WIN......

THE EAGLES ARE NOW 4 AND 9 ON THE SEASON AND WILL HOST TENNESSEE TECH THIS SATURDAY IN A DOUBLEHEADER AT ALLEN FIELD BEGINNING AT NOON.....

WHILE THE BASEBALL TEAM WAS PLAYING IN TENNESSEE THE TENNIS TEAM WAS IN WEST VIRGINIA HANDING MARSHALL A 9 TO NOTHING SETBACK......
CONTINUED........

ROB VIGAR AND NICKOLAS LEE EACH ARE 4 AND 0
IN SINGLES AS ARE THE DOUBLES TEAMS OF VIGAR AND
DAHN SHAPURJI AND LEE AND TONY WRIGHT....... 

M-S-U WILL OPEN OHIO VALLEY CONFERENCE PLAY AT
HOME. SATURDAY- AJ 2 P.M. AGAINST WESTERN
KENTUCKY ........#####
THE ROWAN COUNTY SCHOOLS AND MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY ARE OFFERING A SERIES OF COMMUNITY EDUCATION COURSES WHICH ARE OPEN TO ALL PERSONS REGARDLESS OF AGE OR EDUCATIONAL EXPERIENCE.

AREAS OF STUDY INCLUDE ADULT BASIC EDUCATION, CAREER EDUCATION--A VARIETY OF HOMEMAKING AND HOBBY COURSES--AND VARIOUS FORMS OF RECREATION.

CLASSES BEGIN SATURDAY AND NEXT WEEK--SO IMMEDIATE APPLICATION IS NECESSARY.

COMPLETE INFORMATION ON REGISTRATION AND CLASSES IS AVAILABLE FROM BILL KEGLEY AT 784-8928.

CLASSES WILL BE STARTING SOON SO TAKE ADVANTAGE OF THIS SPECIAL COMMUNITY EDUCATION PROGRAM OFFERED BY THE ROWAN COUNTY SCHOOLS AND MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY--CALL BILL KEGLEY AT 784-8928....####

SPRINGTIME IS A TIME OF GROWTH AND THE ROWAN COUNTY SCHOOLS AND MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY ARE OFFERING A SERIES OF COMMUNITY EDUCATION CLASSES FOR LOCAL RESIDENTS.....

CLASSES ARE OPEN TO ANYONE--REGARDLESS OF AGE OR EDUCATIONAL EXPERIENCE.....

YOU CAN LEARN ABOUT OFFICE SKILLS UNDER THE CAREER EDUCATION PROGRAM OR QUILTING--NEEDLEPOINT MACRAME (MAC-RA-MAY) OR FLOWER ARRANGEMENT UNDER THE HOMEMAKING PROGRAM--OR SPEED READING--AUTO REPAIR--SAFETY AND FIRST AID UNDER THE HOBBY PROGRAM--OR PARTICIPATE IN BOWLING--SWIMMING--GOLF--SOCCER OR VOLLEYBALL UNDER THE RECREATION PROGRAM.....

SEVERAL OTHER CLASSES ARE AVAILABLE UNDER EACH PROGRAM BUT IMMEDIATE ACTION IS NECESSARY IF YOU WANT TO TAKE PART.....

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION ABOUT ANY CLASS--CONTACT BILL KEGLEY AT 784-8928.....

SOME CLASSES BEGIN SATURDAY--SO CONTACT BILL KEGLEY AT 784-8928 TODAY.....#####
SUBJECT: WORLD OF TECHNOLOGY DAY
DATE: 3-29-78
TIME: 32 SECONDS

ANNOUNCER:

HIGH SCHOOL STUDENTS FROM THE EASTERN KENTUCKY AREA VISITED MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY THIS WEEK FOR THE 3RD ANNUAL WORLD OF TECHNOLOGY DAY....

M-S-U FACULTY AND STUDENTS PRESENTED EXHIBITS--DEMONSTRATIONS AND CAREER INFORMATION CONCERNING PROGRAMS IN THE SCHOOL OF APPLIED SCIENCES AND TECHNOLOGY.....

WORLD OF TECHNOLOGY DAY WAS DESIGNED TO BE A MEANINGFUL EDUCATIONAL EXPERIENCE FOR STUDENTS WITH AN INTEREST IN THE FIELD TO PROVIDE INFORMATION CONCERNING CAREERS IN THE FIELD--AND TO GIVE COUNSELORS--TEACHERS AND STUDENTS AN OPPORTUNITY TO LEARN MORE ABOUT THE PROGRAMS AT MOREHEAD STATE

............########################################################
SPRING FOOTBALL PRACTICE

M-S-U RETURNS 10 DEFENSIVE STARTERS AND 8 OFFENSIVE REGULARS.

IN ADDITION TO SIMMS--THE EAGLES RETURN OFFENSIVE STANDOUTS DORRON HUNTER AND LARRY CAMPASSI ALONG WITH DEFENSIVE LEADERS TOMMY WARREN AND TOM DAY.

MOREHEAD STATE WILL END SPRING DRILLS IN LATE APRIL.
SUBJECT: LITTLE MISS PAGEANT
DATE: APRIL 7, 1978
TIME: 28 SEC

ANNOUNCER: THIS YEAR'S MISS M-S-U SCHOLARSHIP PAGEANT--SCHEDULED APRIL 12TH AND 13TH--WILL HAVE AN ADDED FEATURE AS DAUGHTERS OF M-S-U FACULTY--STAFF--AND MARRIED STUDENTS SEEK THE TITLE OF "LITTLE MISS M-S-U".....

LITTLE MISS M-S-U WILL BE CROWNED ON WEDNESDAY NIGHT--APRIL 12TH.....

SPECIAL GUESTS THIS YEAR ARE THE REIGNING MISS AMERICA--SUSAN PERKINS OF COLUMBUS--OHIO--AND THE CURRENT MISS KENTUCKY--KAREN GORDON OF BENTON.....

TICKETS MAY BE PURCHASED AT THE ADRON DORAN UNIVERSITY CENTER FOR 2 DOLLARS FOR WEDNESDAY NIGHT'S COMPETITION AND 2 DOLLARS 50 CENTS FOR THURSDAY'S FINALS.....########
MSU THEATRE PRODUCTION
APRIL 11, 1978
38 SEC

MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY'S THEATRE IS PRESENTING THE MUSICAL DRAMA--"CARSON COUNTY"--APRIL 19TH THROUGH THE 22ND AND AGAIN THE 27TH THROUGH THE 29TH--IN THE NEWLY RENOVATED KIBBEY THEATRE.....

THE PLAY WAS WRITTEN BY M-S-U BOARD OF REGENTS MEMBER--SAM KIBBEY--TELLING THE STORY OF A ROMANCE WHICH TRIES TO OVERCOME THE POLITICAL INTRIGUE OF A SMALL EASTERN KENTUCKY TOWN.....

TICKETS ARE 2 DOLLARS AND 50 CENTS FOR ADULTS--ONE DOLLAR AND 50 CENTS FOR STUDENTS--ONE DOLLAR FOR CHILDREN AND FREE TO M-S-U--STUDENTS WITH SPECIAL I-D CARDS.....

ADVANCED RESERVATIONS MAY BE MADE BY CALLING 783-2170 BETWEEN THE HOURS OF 8 A-M AND 4:30 P-M --MONDAY THROUGH FRIDAY.....####
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SUBJECT:</th>
<th>ARTS AND CRAFTS FESTIVAL</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>DATE:</td>
<td>APRIL 11, 1978</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TIME:</td>
<td>35 SEC.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

ANNOUNCER:

MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY'S DEPARTMENT OF ART AND THE M-S-U ART STUDENTS LEAGUE ARE SPONSORING THE 3RD ANNUAL SPRING ARTS AND CRAFTS FESTIVAL ON THURSDAY, APRIL 20TH.

THE FESTIVAL WILL BE HELD ON THE GROUNDS SURROUNDING THE UNIVERSITY CENTER AND THE CLAYPOOL-YOUNG ART BUILDING BEGINNING AT 9 A-M.

FEATURED DURING THE DAY ARE ARTS AND CRAFTS DEMONSTRATIONS--WORKSHOPS--SEMINARS--EXHIBITS BY LOCAL AND REGIONAL CRAFTSMEN AND LIVE MUSICAL ENTERTAINMENT.

RESERVATIONS FOR INDIVIDUAL EXHIBIT BOOTHS SHOULD BE MADE BEFORE SATURDAY, APRIL 15TH.

FOR RESERVATIONS OR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION CONTACT DOCTOR BILL BOOTH AT M-S-U. 

###
OF NEWS SERVICES
 MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY
 MOREHEAD, KENTUCKY 40351

客观内容:

OBJECT: SPECIAL OLYMPICS
DATE: 4-19-78
TIME: 35 SECONDS

ANNOUNCER: EXCEPTIONAL CITIZENS RANGING IN AGE FROM 8 TO 80 AND REPRESENTING 14 EASTERN KENTUCKY COUNTIES WILL VISIT THE MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY CAMPUS FRIDAY FOR THE 7TH ANNUAL EASTERN KENTUCKY SPECIAL OLYMPICS.....

MORE THAN 500 INDIVIDUALS WILL COMPETE IN TRACK AND FIELD--BOWLING--SWIMMING--GYMNASTICS--FRISBEE AND WHEELCHAIR EVENTS.....

COMPETITORS WILL HAVE AN OPPORTUNITY TO ADVANCE TO THE STATE GAMES--JUNE THE 2ND THROUGH THE 4TH AT M-S-U SHOULD THEY BE SUCCESSFUL ON FRIDAY.....

IN ADDITION TO THE COMPETITION--A CARNIVAL AND SOCCER AND GYMNASITCS CLINICS WILL BE CONDUCTED.....

ACTIVITIES BEGIN AT 10 A.M WITH THE OLYMPIC PARADE AND A PERFORMANCE BY THE UNIVERSITY BRECKINRIDGE BAND...

#####
SEVERAL MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY FACULTY AND ADMINISTRATORS WILL CONFINE THEMSELVES TO WHEELCHAIRS TUESDAY-- APRIL 25TH FOR THE 2ND ANNUAL HANDICAP AWARENESS DAY......

HANDICAPPED STUDENTS AND THE STUDENT COUNCIL OF EXCEPTIONAL CHILDREN AT M-S-U ARE SPONSORING THE EVENT WHICH INCLUDES FILM--MEETING--PANEL DISCUSSION AND A REACTION AND COMMENT SESSION BY THE PARTICIPANTS......

THE DAY CONCLUDES WITH A WHEELCHAIR BASKETBALL GAME BETWEEN TEAMS FROM THE UNIVERSITY OF KENTUCKY AND THE EASTERN KENTUCKY REHABILITATION CENTER......

GAME TIME IS 8 P-M IN WETHERBY GYMNASIUM......#####
MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY'S DEPARTMENT OF LANGUAGES AND LITERATURE IS OFFERING ITS ANNUAL WRITER'S WORKSHOP MAY THE 30TH THROUGH JUNE 30TH.....

CLASSES WILL MEET MONDAY THROUGH FRIDAY FROM 10 A-M TO NOON AND WILL FEATURE A CHOICE OF 8 WRITING CLASSES FROM THE SOPHOMORE TO THE GRADUATE LEVEL.....

INSTRUCTORS FOR THE WORKSHOP INCLUDE MEMBERS OF M-S-U'S FACULTY--PROFESSORS FROM LEADING EDUCATIONAL INSTITUTIONS ACROSS THE COUNTRY AND PROFESSIONAL WRITERS.....

FEES ARE 20 DOLLARS PER SEMESTER HOUR FOR KENTUCKY UNDERGRADUATES AND 31 DOLLARS PER HOUR FOR IN-STATE GRADUATES.....

OUT-OF-STATE UNDERGRADUATE FEES ARE 50 DOLLARS PER HOUR WHILE OUT-OF-STATE GRADUATES PAY 78 DOLLARS PER HOUR.....

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION IS AVAILABLE FROM DOCTOR DONALD CUNNINGHAM AT M-S-U.....#########
SUBJECT: ARTS WEEK
DATE: APRIL 25, 1978
TIME: 35 SECONDS

ANNOUNCER: MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY'S SCHOOL OF HUMANITIES IS SPONSORING KENTUCKY HERITAGE ARTS WEEK JUNE THE 18TH THROUGH THE 24TH......

THE WEEK-LONG SERIES OF WORKSHOPS AND CLASSES IN MUSIC AND DANCE--WEAVING--POTTERY MAKING--DULCIMER MAKING AND PUPPETRY--OFFER ACADEMIC CREDIT AND ARE OPEN TO ALL INTERESTED PERSONS.......

TUITION IS 40 DOLLARS FOR THE WEEK--HOUSING IS 21 DOLLARS AND MEALS ARE 38 DOLLARS......

A DAY CAMP FOR CHILDREN--AGES 6 THROUGH 14 IS AVAILABLE FOR 15 DOLLARS--PRIVATE MUSIC LESSONS ARE 4 DOLLARS PER HALF HOUR......

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION AND CLASS SCHEDULES CONTACT DOCTOR GLENN FULBRIGHT AT M-S-U.....####
MORE THAN 300 HIGH SCHOOL COEDS WILL HAVE AN OPPORTUNITY TO RUN FOR AN ELECTED OFFICE LATER THIS MONTH WHEN MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY HOSTS THE 32ND ANNUAL KENTUCKY GIRLS STATE....

FROM JUNE THE 18TH THROUGH THE 24TH THE HIGH SCHOOL SENIORS WILL HEAR VARIOUS PRESENTATIONS ON DIFFERENT ASPECTS OF STATE AND LOCAL GOVERNMENT.....

AS A RESULT OF THEIR LEARNINGS THEY WILL TAKE PART IN CAMPAIGNING FOR OFFICE AND AN ELECTION--IN WHICH SEVERAL OFFICERS WILL BE CHOSEN INCLUDING THE 1978 GOVERNOR OF GIRLS STATE.....#####
OFFICE OF NEWS SERVICES
MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY . RADIO-TV RELEASE
MOREHEAD, KY 40351
TELEPHONE: 606/783-3325

SUBJECT: SPORTS CAMP
DATE : 6/16/78
TIME : 35 SFC

ANNOUNCER: PERSONS RANGING IN AGE FROM 10 TO 18 WILL VISIT THE MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY CAMPUS JUNE 26TH THROUGH JULY 28TH FOR THE 1978 NATIONAL YOUTH SPORTS CAMP.....

THE NATIONAL COLLEGIATE ATHLETIC ASSOCIATION AND THE COMMUNITY SERVICES ADMINISTRATION ARE SPONSORING THE CAMP AT M-S-U WHICH IS ONE OF 40 NATION-WIDE.....

ACTIVITIES INCLUDE ARCHERY--TENNIS--GOLF--BASKETBALL--SOCCER--FOOTBALL--BASEBALL--SOFTBALL--CANOEING--BACKPACKING--CAMPING--SURVIVAL SKILLS AND SWIMMING.....

IN ADDITION--VARIOUS DISCUSSIONS WILL BE HELD ON DURGS--NUTRITION AND CAREER AND EDUCATIONAL OPPORTUNITIES.....

THE PROGRAM IS FREE OF CHARGE TO SELECTED PARTICIPANTS.....

INFORMATION REGARDING CAMP PARTICIPATION IS AVAILABLE FROM DOCTOR EARL BENTLEY AT 783-3162 OR TED TRENT AT 784-4153.....#####
SUBJECT: GIRLS STATE
DATE: 6-23-78
TIME: 40 SECONDS

ANNOUNCER: HIGH SCHOOL STUDENTS FROM ACROSS THE STATE
HAVE BEEN ON THE MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY
CAMPUS THIS WEEK FOR THE 32ND ANNUAL KENTUCKY
GIRLS STATE.....

MORE THAN 300 PARTICIPANTS HEARD
PRESENTATIONS ON VARIOUS ASPECTS OF STATE AND
LOCAL GOVERNMENT AND TOOK PART IN WEEK-LONG
EXERCISES IN DEMOCRACY.....

THE 1978 GIRLS STATE ELECTIONS INCLUDED
CHANTARY RAGAN OF MOUNT STERLING (GOVERNOR)--
STEPHANIE RAY OF BOWLING GREEN (LIEUTENANT
GOVERNOR)--KIM SCOTT OF ASHLAND (SECRETARY OF
STATE)--LEXINGTONIANS MARGO SPAGNUOLO (TREASURER)
AND ANITA STEVENSON (COMMISSIONER OF AGRICULTURE)--
RAMONA KETON OF RUSSELL (AUDITOR) AND PADUCAH
RESIDENTS CHERI EDWARDS (CLERK OF COURT OF
APPEALS) AND CAROLYN YOUNG (SUPERINTENDENT OF
PUBLIC INSTRUCTION)....###
MORHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY'S ATHLETIC DEPARTMENT HAS ANNOUNCED THE SIGNING OF 4 ATHLETES TO NATIONAL LETTERS-OF-INTENT.....

M-S-U FOOTBALL COACH WAYNE CHAPMAN HAS INKED BERNARD MCINTOSH--A 5 FOOT 9 INCH--180-POUND FULLBACK FROM NORTHWEST MISSISSIPPI JUNIOR COLLEGE AND WAYNE FROST--A 6 FOOT 3 INCH--225-POUND OFFENSIVE LINEMAN FROM WOODFORD COUNTY HIGH SCHOOL.....

THE REMAINING 2 ATHLETES WILL JOIN COACH STEVE HAMILTON NEXT SEASON ON THE BASEBALL DIAMOND.....

THE NEWEST BASEBALL EAGLES ARE GLENN JONES--A 5 FOOT ELEVEN INCH--170-POUND OUTFIELDER AND JAMIE BENNETT--A 6 FOOT ONE INCH--180-POUND INFIELDER.....

BOTH RECRUITS ARE FROM FRANKFORT HIGH SCHOOL.....####
SPORTS CAMP

MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY IS THE SITE FOR THE 1978 NATIONAL YOUTH SPORTS CAMP IN WHICH BOYS AND GIRLS 10 THRU 18 YEARS OF AGE ARE GIVEN AN OPPORTUNITY TO PARTICIPATE IN A WIDE VARIETY OF SPORTS PROGRAMS.....

THE CAMP IS FUNDED BY A 35-THOUSAND--700 DOLLAR GRANT FROM THE N-C-A-A AND THE COMMUNITY SERVICES ADMINISTRATION.....

M-S-U'S CAMP IS ONE OF ONLY 140 NATION-WIDE CAMPS FREE OF CHARGE TO SELECTED INDIVIDUALS.....

IN ADDITION TO THE SPORTS ACTIVITIES--DISCUSSIONS WILL BE HELD ON DRUGS--NUTRITION AND CAREER AND EDUCATIONAL OPPORTUNITIES.....

THE CAMP CONTINUES THROUGH JULY 28TH.....####